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We define the directed acyclic subsequence graph of a text as the smallest deterministic park! 
finite automaton that recognizes al: possible subsequences oi that text. We define the c+ of ?be 
automaton as the size of the transition function and net the nsxbcr of states. We show that it is 
possibic ;o build this automaton wing O!n Ic:. n) time and O(n) space ior a text of size IL With 
15s stzxtwe, we can search a subseqllence in logarithmic time. We extend this construction to 
the case of multiple strings obtaining a O(n’log II) time and O(n’) space algorithm. where n is 
the size oi the set of strings. For the later case, we discuss its application to the !nnpet common 
subsequence problem. 
1. Introduction 
Given a text, a subsequence of that text is any string such that its symbols appear 
(not necessariiy contiguously) somewhere in the text in the same order. Subsequences 
arise in data processing and genetic applications, where the longest common sub- 
sequence problem (LCS) is the best known problem. They are usedin data processing 
to measure the differecres between two files of data, and in genetic research to 
study the structure of long DNA molecules. A complete list of applications of this 
problem to various areas can be found in [IS]. 
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The first interesting question to answer is the membership problem. That is, 
determine whether a given string is a subsequence of another string. This can be 
expressed as a regular expressio n (see [2] for the standard notation). For example, 
if the subsequence is .X,X,. . . x,, and t is the text, then the problem can be expressed 
also as 
roz*x ,X*x z*... y*v E:*? ,I 2 -*I , 
where X denotes any symbol of the alphabet and * the star operator of Kleene 
closure. Clearly, we can answer this question in linear time. However, we are 
interested in answering this question in optimal time, by allowing the text to be 
preprocessed. 
A naiural app:oach Is to use a deter.ministic finite automaton that recognizes any 
possible subsequence of a given text. We allow the automaton to be parrid, that is, 
each state need not have a transition defined for every symbol. As all the states of 
this automaton are accepting, it can be viewed as a directed acyclic graph, which 
we call the Directed Acyclic Subsequence Graph (DA%). This structure is 
analogous to the Directed Acyclic Word Graph (DAWG) using subsequences instead 
of substrings [4]. Related work is due to Hebrard and Crochemore [7]. 
In Section 2 we introduce the DASG, and in Section 3 we show how to build it 
in O(n log n) time and space for arbitrary alphabets, and in O(n !og /El) time and 
space for finite alphabets, where Z denotes the alphabet. With this structure, we 
can test membership in O()s] log n) time for arbitrary alphabets and O(]s() time for 
finite alphabets, where s is the subsequence that we are testing. In Section 4 we 
show that it is possible to reduce the space required to O(n) and with O(]s/ log n) 
searching time for any alphabet. 
An interesting point is that the DAWG recognizes all possihie O($) subwords 
using O(n) space, while the DASG recognizes all possib!e 2” subsequences using 
also O(n) space. 
In Section 5 we extend the DASG to the case of multiple strings, and we solve 
the longest common subsequence problem and its variations [3]. Our algorithm 
improves upon previous solutions for more than two strings [ll, 81. 
2. Bullding the DASG 
We ran define the DASG recursively in the size of the text. The DASG of a text 
of size n must recognize all possible subsequences of the last n - 1 symbols of the 
text, and all possible subsequences that start with the first symbol. As a regular 
expression this is: 
S. = (a+ t,)S._, and S,= a, 
where a is the empty word and t = f,tz. . . t,, is the text. The size of the regular 
expression S,, is linear in n, and so is the non-deterministic finite automaton 
equivalent to S,,. 
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Assume that all the symbols in the text are different. The “deterministic” version 
of S. for this case is 
s,, =&+t;s,,-,+ t2sn-2+. . .+t,,s,. 
Hence, in this case the size of S. is 0(n2). 
Definition 2.1. Let L be the alphabet. We define the eflectiue size of P with respeci 
to a text t of length n by 8, =min(lEl, n). 
In general, the space needed for the DASG is bounded by O( nx,). Figure 1 shows 
the DASG for the text ii,,c... _ L-J ??is automaton has n + 1 states (all of them final states) 
and n(n + 1)/2 transitions. The number of states is minimal because we ha-Je to 
recognize the complete text (the longest subsequence), and this requires n + 1 states 
in an acyclic graph. The number of edges (given the minimal set of states) is also 
ilinimal, because at position i in the text we have to recognize any subsequence 
starting with $ forj=i+l,..., n. It is not difficult to generalize this for the case 
of repeated symbols. 
d 
Fig. 1. Minimai state of DASG for the text nbcd. 
To build the DASG in 0(&n) time and space we use an incremental algorithm 
scanning the text right to Zeft. We call skeleton transitions all those transitions between 
successive states. 
At each step we maintain a dicticnary that contains all different symbols of rhe 
scanned text, and the state in which the first skeleton transition Iabelled with that 
symbol appears. Hence, the algorithm is 
(1) Create state s,, and create an empty dictionary D. 




Great: state si_, . 
Insert the pair (t:, t - 1) in D. if t, is already in D, Its associated state is 
updated to i - 1. 
For every other symbol, d, f t,, in D, append a transition labelled with 
dj from state s,_, to state sk+, , where k is the state associated with d, in 
D. 
S!e,n !:r! %@:cs constant time. The insertion, step(b), can be performed in log L”, 
time, because the size of D is Cl(&). For the same reason, step (cj, the traversal of 
D, ~-equj_;rcs 0(&j time. The cycle is performed n times. Then, the total time is 
O(n(E,+log E,,)). 
A membership query in this DASG requires 0(/s/ log 2,) time, where the log Z, 
. . . r term ts the time to search for the appropriate transttton tram each state. Using a 
comple!e tab!c for small alphabets, O(lsl) worst case time is achieved. For larger 
alphabets, we can obt.ain O(~.V[) average time by using hashing. 
3. The minimal automaton 
It is possible to reduce the time and space requirements. The main problem with 
the minimal state DASG is that the number of edges is O(n”) while the number of 
states ia linear. But we are not interested in the minimal set of states, we are interested 
in minimal space and that means a .mSmal number of edges. In other words, the 
minimal ttmsi~iotr function for the automaton. 
Definition 3.1. The minimal deterministic partial finite automaton A tha: recogr.izes 
the regular language L(r) defined by the regular expression I is the one with the 
minimal transition function. That is, there does not exist another automaton that 
recognizes t(r) with fewer transitions Ihan A. 
We show that having the minimal number of states is not equivalent to having 
the minimal number of transitions. In [4], it is claimed that the DAWG is the 
minimal automaton that recognizes all the subwords of a text. However, they show 
that the DAWG :- the minimal in the sense of minimal number of states. Intuitively, 
the DAWG may be the minimal automaton in any sense, because the number of 
states and ihe number of edges differ by only n-l-O(l). For the DASG, this is not 
the case, and we introduce a method that we call encoding, since it encodes the 
alphabet used. 
To reduce the space we balance the number of states and the number of edges. 
For that we encode each symbol using digits base k with k-c 2,. This means log, P, 
digits per symbol. Hence, our skeleton has O(Z, log,,&) states, each one with at 
most k edges. Therefore, the total number of transitions (space) is O(nk log, X,) 
(see Fig. 2). 
a = 00, b = 01, < = 10, d = 11 
Fig. 2. DASG For the texl ohrd (encoded) 
Intuitively, what happens is thar the encoding permits the sharing of transitions. 
Wt can see this by noting that the skeleton representing a symbol has k transitions 
times ali the transitions of a skeleton vith one fewer state. That is T, - hT,_, and 
T, = k. But the length of the skeleton for each symbol is log; 2,. Thus, T(logk 2,) = 
k’“&k ‘, = I, different transitions per state. That is, the same number of transitions 
per state as in the O(Q) DAK. Note that each transition in the previous version 
of the DASC is simulated by ihe encoded DASG in O(log 2,) steps. 
The k which minimizes nk log, Z, is k = 3. However, for practical reasons we 
want an integer power of two. In that case, the best integer choices are 2 and 4. 
Thus, using k = 2 (typically most inputs are already binary encoded) we have at 
most 2 edges per state and n [log, E, 1+ 1 states. Of these states, n + 1 are final. 
However, we do not have to distinguish final states, because any input must have 
length a multiple of [logz Z,]. This leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. 7&e minimal deterministic partial ,fini?e automaton that recognizes all 
possible subsequences qf a text of size n over an alphabet of-effective size Z,,, has at 
most n flog2 H,l + 1 s!ates and at most (2n - ( Flog, P, 1 f l)/?) [log, X,1 transitions. 
Proof. It is only necessary to prove the result for the number of edges. Because of 
the binary encoding, any state has at most two outgoing edges. However, the last 
state has no transitions and the previous [iog? E,j scares can have oniy one transiiiun 
because together they represent the last symboi. For the same reason, the skeieton 
representing the symbol t,l-i has at most i states with two transitions for any 
is [logzE,j. ??
These upper bounds can be slightly improved using k = 5. %is xza!t is ~~!Gwly 
because the length of the encoded text is O(n log 2,) and then we need at least 
fi(n log, P,) transitions to recognize the complete text (the longest subsequence). 
Figure 2 shows the binary encoded version for the text abed. 
Again, to construct this version of the DA SG, we use an incremental algorithm 
scanning the text from right to left. Now, we need two auxiliary structures. A first 
structure that, given a symbol returns its encoding (encoding dictionary/function) 
and a second structure that, given a prefix of a symbol code, returns the position 
of the Erst symbol (in the previouslv scanned text) with that prefix (analogous to 
the D dictionary of the previous algorithm). For the last data structure we use a 
binary trie (for example a Patricia tree [lS]), where in each node we store the 
position (state) needed. Let b be [logz X,1. If z‘, is not known in advance, we may 
use P, = n or we may compute it using O(n log E,) time. The detailed steps of the 
algorithm are: 
(1) Create state s,,~+, and create an empty binary trie D. 
(2) For each symbol in the text ti scanning from the right to the left do: 





Create state sti_,,+ 
Encode r,. 
For every bit zcj (0 or 1) in the encoding of ri do: 
(i) Create state s,~-,)~+~ if j< b 
(ii) Append a transition iabelled xj between states s~~-,)~+~-, and s,~-,,,,+~. 
(iii) If the zZi (complement of xj) child of the current trie node exist, 
append a transition labelled 4 from state s,;-,)~+,~ to state k where 
k is the state stored in the child. 
(iv) Set the x, child of the current trie node as the new position in D 
and update its value (state) to (i - l)b + j. If the child does not exist, 
create it. 
All the steps in the internal loop rtquires constant time, and the internal loop is 
repeated nb times. Hence, the total time is O(n log 2,). The extra space is 0(X, log 2,) 
for the trie and O(n log 2,) for the encoding structure. This leads to the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. It is possible to construct the QASG ofa text of size n using O(n log n) 
worst case time and space for arbitrary alphabets, and using O(n log/PI) worst case 
time and space for finite alphabets. 
In practice the implementation is very simple. We need two words for each state 
(for the two possible transitions), and we need nh i 1 states (contiguous space) for 
the whole automaton. 
A membership test of a subsequence s is answered in O(]s] log2 Z,,) time (the time 
to encode the subsequence plus the time to answer the query). In addition to the 
DASG we may have to maintain a structure or a function to encode each symbol. 
This requires at most O(n log 2,) space. In practice this is not needed, since most 
in;nts are already encoded in binary (e.g. ASCII). By keeping track of all the states 
visited during the search we can obtain where the subsequence started and where 
it finished. 
The previous result has the following (almost obvious) corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. The minimal state (partial) DFA and the minimal transition function 
(partial) DFA are not equivalent. 
The corollary is also true for non-partial DFAs because the space complexities 
for our problem are the same for this case. The meaning behind this result is that 
to share part of a transition function in two “similar” states we need additional 
states. Encoding is one techniqtz to share states. However, it is possible that the 
general problem of finding the minimal transition function is NP-complete based 
on related automata problems presented in [6, Problems AL7 and AL8, p. 2661. 
The next lemma gives a necessary condition to have an encoding that may reduce 
the size of the automaton. 
Sembing s:~bseqvences xi9 
Lemma 3.5. Given n minimal state partial DFA with s states, where s0 of them do not 
have outgoing transitions, and t transitions, then encoding may reduce the size oj‘:he 
automaton only if t>2(s-s,). 
Proof. If we apply encoding, each state is transformed into at least two states. That 
means that the number of transitions of the atttomaton of the encoded text is at 
least 2(s - sJ transitions, because each new state must have at least one transition, 
s -s,) of the originai states also must have one transition and it is not necessary to 
encode symbols representing states without transitions. Hence, the new automaton 
may have less transitions if t > 2(s - so). •1 
For example, any DAWG such that t ~2s -2 (so= 1 for this case) cannot be 
reduced using encoding. We have not found a sing!e example where t > 2s - 2 for 
a DAWG. Based on the results presented in [4] we know that t <3s-6. 
4. A linear space representation 
In Section 3 we showed that we can transform a DASG with 0( n’) transitions 
and O(n) states, into a DASG with 0( n log n) transitions and states. In this section 
we describe how to simulate the O(n*) space DASG using only O(n) space, but 
O(log n) time per transition, independently of the alphabet size. 
Instead of representing the transitions for each state, we store all the states 
associated with the transitions of a given symbol. We enumerate the states in the 
DASG defined in Section 2 from 0 to n, or in other words, by using the position of 
each symbol in the text. For each symbol x we store, in order, all states s such that 
S( i, x) = s for any state i (in fact, i CC s), where S is the transition function. That is, 
we store all the positions in the text in which x appears. Let S, be the ordered iist 
of positions associated with x. To simulate 6(i, x), we search in S, for the minimum 
state s such that s > i. Because the list is ordered, this requires O(iog n) time (a 
sorted array suffices). To find S,, we can use an auxiliary index that gives us this 
information for each x. A search in this index reqaires O(tog 2,) time (see Fig. 3). 
Because there are n positions in the text; the space necessary for all the ordered 
lists is O(n). The time necessary to construct this representation is O(n log nj to 
sort the lists, and O(n log E,) to build the auxiliary index and to look up all the 
symbols. This leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. It is possible to construct an implicit representation of the .P34SG of a 
text ofsize n using O(n) space and 0( o log n) morsi case time, in which each transition: 
is simuiated in O(lo; n) steps. 
To test membership of a subsequence s, we need O(jsl log 2,) time to look up 
each symbol, and O(is] log n) time to simulate the transitions. This O(jsj log n) time 
Fig. 3. Linear space DASG. 
Summary of time and space complexities 




does not depend on the alphabet size. Therefore. for f;nite alphabets we trade off 
space for search time. With this data structure we can also search (or count) all 
occurrences of a given subsequence Gng O(log n) per occurrence. Table I shows 
a summary of the space and time complexities. 
5. The DASG for a set of strings 
In this section we want to solve the following problem: Is a given string a 
subsequence of any string in a set of strings? Again, we can express the problem 
in terms uf a regular expression. To do this, we need first some additional notation. 
Let 9 be a set of L strings, and si the ith string of Y. Withwrlt loss of generality, 
we assume that no string is a sabseqoence of any other string <this implies that 
there are at least two different symbols in 9). Let n = Cf=, Is,! he the size of ,“. Let 
T(Y) be the set of distinct symbols in Y (2~ (T(9)/ s I, = min((E(, n)). 
Definition 5.1. We define (as in [S]) a matched point of Y as a pair consisting of a 
symbol and a list of L positions (x, [p,, pz, . , pL]) which denote a match of the 
symbol x at positions p, in string s, , p2 in string s,, . . . , and pL in string sL. We 
use 0 to denote thzt there is no position in a string associated with a symbol. 
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A matched point is mo.ximal if the symbol is matched in j non-null strings of the list 
[p,, . . , pL], and this symbol does not appear in the L-j remaining strings. 
For example, all the maximal matched points for 9 = {abn, acb, bca} are 
(a, U, L31), (a, 13, L31), (b, [2,3, :I:, (c, [0,-L 21). 
Definition 5.2. We define the initial maximal matched point (ZM(.cP, x)) in the set Y 
for a given symbol x as the minimal maximai matched point (in a lexicographical 
sense) that matches x. That is, the maximal matched point with the smaller position 
pi in each string that belongs to the matched point. 
For the previous exampie, ?k?(Y, a) is (a, [l, 1,3]). 
We denote by R(9, list ofpositions) (R-set) the set of non-null substrings that 
are to the right (higher positions) of a list of positions in 9 (we also eliminate any 
substring that is a subsequence of other substring). For the previous example, 
R(9, IM(Y, a)) = {ba, cb}. 
The regular expression that defines ail possible common subsequences of 9 is 
recursively defined by 
Subseq(Y) = C tiSubseq(R(9, IM(Y, t,))) 
r,tn(P, 
and Subseq(0) = E. This definition generates the subsequence automaton and allows 
us to count the number of states and edges (transitions) needed by this automaton: 
Stutes(SP)s l+ C States(R(9, IM(s”, 5))) 
,,ET,Y, 
and 
Edges(~P)~lIT(59)i+,E~,,l, Ed&W% IM(X tA)). 
# c 
Both results are not equalities, since identical R-sets may appear (duplicated partial 
results). An example is given in Fig. 4. 
C 
d 
Fig. 4. DASG for the strings abed and bade. 
3:: R.A. Ha~u- ~hrc\ 
Theorem 5.3. The DASG oj’a set of L sfrings qf‘size n ouer ~ln alphabet of effective 
sire 2, has ar most n-L-1-2 states and at most (n-L+ l).& edges. 
Proof. To verify the number of states, we use induction on the number L of strings. 
From Section 2, the theorem is true for L = 1 (n + 1 states are necessary and sufficient). 
Now, we look at what happens when we try to include a new string s in a DASG 
of a set Y of L strings of size n. We show that for each position in s (except one) 
we need to create at most one state. If we create a state for a transition labelled 
with sj, we mark that position j in the string. If position j has been marked, then 
there exists a state that recognizes Subseq(s’) and nothing else, where s’= sj+, . . . slrl. 
Note that the last position is never marked, because Subseq(s) exists already in the 
DASG of Y (last final state or sink state). 
Then, for each position _j in s (the order is not important) we need a transition 
from the initial state labelled with ?hst symbol (si). For the last position, if there is 
no transition from the initiai state labelled with that symbol, we create a transition 
from the initial state to the sink state. For the other positions, we have three cases: 
?? A transition with that symbol does not exist and position j+l has never been 
marked. In this case we create a new transition labelled with that symbol to a 
new state, and we mark that position. From this state we apply this procedure 
recursively on ihe new state for the string s’. iVote that this new state recognizes 
only Subseq(s’). 
* A transition does not exist, but position j+ 1 has been marked. Therefore, there 
exists a state that recognizes only Subseq(s’), and we create a transttion labelled 
with s- to that state. 
e A traisition with that symbol already exists. Hence, we use that transition, and 
we follow it. Now, from that state, we apply this procedure recursively. 
Then, in the worst case, Is] - 1 states are created (fewer, if we have common suffixes). 
Hence, the size of the new DASG is at most 
States(Yu{s})~Stafes(Y)+~s~-1. 
Using the inductive hypothesis, we have 
States(Yu{s})=%n--L+2+!sl-l=(n+ls])-(L+1)+2 
as claimed. 
The bound in the number of edges is obtainec. using the fact that n - L+ 1 states 
have transitions, and that the number of transitions per state is bounded by H,. 0 
The bound is tight on the number of states, because if all the symbols are different, 
n - L+ 2 states and O( nz/ L) transitions are needed. 
The only structure that resembies our automaton i: the ICS tree of Hsu and Du 
[S], which is used to rolve the KS problem for a set of strings. In the ICS trze, 
only matched pomts wlthout mu!! e!emen._ . +c (I?) were considered. 
Now, we present the algorithm that builds the DASG for this case. The algorithm 
must find, efficiently, all possible valid transitions for each state. To do this, we first 
build the minimal state DASG (O( nX, j space) for each individual string. With the 
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DASG for each string, we can hnd all valid transitions after a given position. The 
algorithm reccrsively generates states until ,111 possible symbols belong to a single 
string (or there are no more symbois left). At this point, the individual DASG is 
used. To keep track of how much of these DASGs we have used we have a list D 
of L positions that indicates from where the DASG of each string has been already 
used. 
To find if an R-set has been already generated, we need two structures. First, a 
Sili!Ctl~rP that nuns common suffixes to a single representative. For this we use a 
suffix tree of the strings (using O(n) space and time). Second, to remember at: the 
R-sets (partial results) we use a dictionary that given an R-set returns an indication 
of whether or not it exists, and if exists, the state that recognizes that R-set. 
The algorithm is: 
(1) Create the last state E 
(2) Create the R-set dictinnslrv _, inserting the empty R-set and its associated 
state F. 
(3) Initialize 0, = lsjl for j = 1,. , L. 
(4) Set up the table of sufhx representatives. 
(5) Create the DASG for each string (DASG,) using F as common last state. 
(6) Call Merge(P) with P the list of positions Cl,,, . . . ,lL]_ Merge returns a 
pointer to the initiai state of the merged DASG. 
(7) Remove the first 0,-l states of each DASG, (unused portions of the 
individual DASGs). 
Let P’ be the set of strings {sj} such that $ = 0. The recursive procedure Merge(P), 
where P = [i, , . . . , iL], does most of the work, m,.,. ---ing the set of strings P’, starting 
from position i, in each string sI E P’. Namely: 
(1) If ]P’] = 0 then return state F (no symbols left). 
(2) Else look up R(Y, P) on the R-set dictionary. If found, return the appropriate 
state. 
(3) Else if ]I”] = 1 then we can use the individual DASG (or a copy of it). Let j 
be the element of P that is not null. Then, return state i, of DMG, and if 
i, < D,, set i, as the new value of 0,. 
(4) Otherwise 
(a) Create a new state N. 
(b) Insert R(Y, P) in the R-set dictionary, and its associated state N. 
(c) Look for all transitions in state i, of DASG,, for all values ofj in J? For 
each transition in DASG, on symbol x not already built, create a transition 
labelled by x between state N and the state returned from Merge(Qj, 
where Q is defined as the positions in P updated to 6(i,, x), where 6 
stands for the transition function of DASG,. If S(i,, x) does not exist, or 
is ihc state F, we use @. 
(d) Return state N. 
Step (b) requires time O(log Stares(Y)) = O(L log n). Step (c) requires a more 
careful analysis. To search all diRerent symbols defined by the set of positions P, 
we assume that there is a Icxicographical ordering between the symbols, and that 
the edges of each DASG, are ordered. Then, we can search all the edges in a given 
state in DA.%?, in time proportional to the number of edges in that state to obtain 
all possible transitions. If d is the number of different symbols (of the new state 
N), then at most Ld edges are inspected. Because d edges are generated, the time 
used is proportional to L for each new state created. The size of the stack needed 
for the recursion is at most L max;(ls,/) = O(Ln). 
The worst case time for each call to merge is 0( L log n). There are as many calls 
to merge as transitions created: O(L log n(Edges(Y)). The construction of the 
individual DASGs requires time 0(x, ]si12) = O( n’/ L) and tbc conSiuc:ion of the 
table of representatives requires time and space O(n). Hence, the total time is 
O(LIEdges(Y)j log n + PI’/ L). This leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. It is possible ?o construct the DASG for a set of L s!rings using 
O(Ln’log n) worst case time and O(n’: space for arbitrary alphabets, or using 
O(LILln log n) worst case time and O((L+IB()n) spaceforjinite alphabets. 
The time to test membership of a subsequence s is, in the worst case, O(]sl log -2,). 
This can be improved to be O(lsl) for small alphabets by using arrays at each state. 
As before, we can use encoding to reduce the time and space complexities of this 
DASG. By using a binary alphabet, each string has new length si log, 2,. Applying 
Theorem 5.3, this encode DASG has O( n log P,) states and O(n log 2,) transitions. 
Thus, the space is reduced to O(n log n) for arbitrary alphabets. The time complexity 
for the building algcrithm becomes O(Ln log’ n). 
5.1. An application: the longest common subsequence 
We can also use the DASG to solve the longest common subsequence (LCS) problem, 
and some of its variants. We define the following, more general, problem: What is 
the longest common subsequence between any k s L strings in a set Y of L strings? 
The LCS of all the strings, is the particular case of k = L. 
There are many algorithms that solve the LCS problem for the case L = 2 in 0( n’) 
worst case time [lo, 9, 11. However, in DNA research the LCS of many sequences 
is needed (multiple alignment) [12]. Maier [13] has proven that this problem is 
NP-complete for unbounded L. However, if we consider L a constant, the simplest 
solution to the problem reqaires O(nL) time and space [ll] by using dynamic 
programming. Here, we present a solution witb a similar worst case, but a better 
average case. 
TO solve this problem, we build the DASG for the set Sq appending to each 
transition the number of strings that are represented (“belong”) to that transition. 
To know which is the longest common subsequence between k s n strings, we search, 
starting from the initial state, for the longest sequence(s) of transitions belonging 
to k or more strings. For example, the LCSs for the strings abed and bade are ad 
and bd. This problem can also be solved while tte I%+.SG is being built. 
Formal!y, the slgori!hm is: 
(1) Build the DASG for Y, appending to each transition the number of strings 
that share that matched point. For example, in Fig. 4 the dashed edges belong to 
both strings. 
(2) Traverse the graph using depth-first search, searching for the longest 
sequence(s) of edges with a label 2 k. We only continue the search through transitions 
that satisfy this condition, keeping track of all LCSs np to that point and the 
associated length. 
We already know that constructing the DASG requires O(Ln,S, log n) time and 
O((L-I-Z,)n) space. Let Pk be the set of matched points between k or more strings. 
The second part of the algorithm, visits an edge as many times as matched points 
belong to that symbol. Thus, traversing the graph requires time proportional to 
O(lPtiI). Note that in the worst case /RI =O!nL). The space needed while traversing 
the graph depeods on the output. We need at most O(n) space for the recurston 
(length of the longest string). If the output is the length of the LCS, we do not need 
additional space. However, if the output is the set of LCSs, then we need at most 
O(lPkl) space. Therefore, we can solve the LCS problem using O(LnZ; log n+lP,I) 
time and O((L+2,,)n+jP~I) space. 
!n the worst case, our solution still requires O(n ‘). time and space. However, on 
average, our algorithm is better because 1 P&I is usually small compared with n ‘. The 
only other algorithm with a similar complexity, is due to Hsu and Du [S], and uses 
O(nP,+LI,IP,I) time and O(nZ,+lPLI) space. Our algorithm uses basically the 
same space, but less time for [PJ = O(n log n). The encoded DASG is not better 
here because 191 increases to O(nL logL n) in the worst case. 
If we want to know to which strings the LCSs are members of, we only have to 
attach the list of strings belonging to the matched point associated to each transition. 
In this case, we have to multiply the time and space required by the a!gorithti by L. 
6. Concludiz~g remarks 
We define the DASG of a test, giving different algorithms to build it. If the 
alphabet is known and finite, the DASG presented in Section 3 uses only O(n log]P]) 
space and preprocessing time, and O(js/ IogjZ() searching time for a subsequence 
s. To achieve this, we have introduced encoding as a technique to reduce the number 
of transitions in an automaton. 
For arbitrary alphabets, the implicit representation of Section 4 uses oniy O(n) 
space, but O(]s] log n) searching tune. 
We used the number of transitions to measure the size of an automaton, and this 
problem shows that a minimal state automaton is in genera! not a minimal space 
automaton. 
Remaining as open problems are the uniqueness of the minimai DASG and the 
complexity of transition function minimization in a DFA for a general case. 
A related problem, is to search for a sequence of substrings. Using a Patricia tree 
[14], where each internal node has an ordered list of all the positions associated to 
the corresponding prefix, we can solve this problem in logarithmic time, using 
O(n log n) space on average, for a isni oi size n. 
We extended the definition of the DASG to a set of strings, and we use it to solve 
the LCS problem between those strings, an d several variations of it using O(n’ log n + 
jP,j) time and O(nz+]PL]) space improving previous solutions for the case of more 
than two strings when IF,.] is O(n log n). 
We wish to acknowledge the helpful comments of Albert0 Apostolico, Gaston 
Gannet, Frank Tompa, Dan Younger, and the referee. A preliminary version of this 
paper was presented in [S]. 
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